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A SURVEY OF LINCOLN 
GLASS AND CERAMICS 

Donald Ackerman 

F
or those interested in political glass & china, the decades of the 1850's, 60's, and 70's present few oppor
tunities for acquisitions. There exists a Millard Fillmore paperweight. a Buchanan and Breckinridge 
jugate tumbler, a Civil War-vintage parian bust of John Fremont, a Greeley-Brown goblet with a Grant 
and Wilson mate - barely enough to make a dent in your china breakfront or curio cabinet) In the case 
of Lincoln, there's a much greater selection. That's the good news. The bad news is that most is rare, 
expensive, and very little is campaign-related. In this article, I will not discuss White House china, stat

uary - other than parianware - or 20th century commemoratives. Drawing upon various sources, we will pic
ture as many examples as possible while commenting on probable date of manufacture and scarcity. 

Parianware 
Figure 1. 

Parianware is an unglazed form of porcelain sometimes referred to as "biscuit." It is white in color and undecorated. It was popular 
from the late 1840's through 1880. Most was produced in England or Bennington, Vermont. A small bust of a beardless Lincoln (figure 1) 

Lincoln Lampooned: 
COLLECTING CARTOON CARTES 

David B. Yount 

A 
s someone who currently holds 
public office, I often find myself 
envying those who were in such a 
position during the mid-19th centu
ry. They served their constituents 

at a time when the electorate. unlike 
today, was ·tuned in and turned on" by 
politics. affairs of state, and the develop
ment of public policy. Mind you, their 
advocacy of candidates and causes was 
sometimes more than a wee bit negative 
and personal. 

Jn looking at various examples of 
material culture related to the presiden
tial campaigns of 1860 and 1864, no one 
was the recipient of more political criti
cism than Abraham Lincoln. During 
those two national contests, partisans 

on both sides 
sought to use 
old and new 
media alike to 
illustrate their 
version of the'-----------' 
"facts." Many examples of anti-Lincoln 
propaganda still exist; from tried and 
true means like political prints (the 1860 
Currier & Ives cartoons were predomi
nantly anti- Lincoln) to so-called cam
paign biographies, joke books (the anti
Old Abe's Joke:i), and the hateful cate
chisms. Abraham Africanus. 

In 1860-61. a relatively new political 
medium emerged. As inexpensive forms 
of paper photography were being devel
oped, so did the cartoon carle-de-visite 
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or "CDV." Produced easily and at modest 
cost, political CDVs came into their own 
during the time of the Civil War. First 
used to acquaint Americans with the 
faces of political, military, and social fig
ures of the day just alter L860. these base
ball card-sized photos were soon adapted 
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From the Publisher 

I 
preface remarks that follow with an assertion: I am not a 
Luddite. While I often contemplate advantages to a simpler 
life, I have no desire to do without modern conveniences. On 
the contrary - I find myself actually becoming "computer lit
erate" embracing a myriad of new technologies. Still ... I admit 

to having some reticence about joining the "on-line" community 
(other than getting our "obligatory" web-page up and running). 
The idea of spending hours in chat-rooms or "surfing the net" dis
turbs me a great deal. Certainly there must be better/more pro
ductive ways to spend my time. That, at least. was the excuse I 
used. Truth of the matter: I was afraid of getting "hooked." But 
reuisite visits to some of the on-line auctions have changed that. 

As the millennium approaches. we are witnesses to dramat
ic changes in the machinations for buying, selling, and even 
researching Lincolniana and collectibles. The desirability of each 
of these changes remains moot - but there is little question these 
changes are profound. Numerous on-line auctions have captured 
a growing percentage of Lhe commerce for historical Americana. 
With some 850,000 users. the largest on-line service, eBay, now 
plans to go public with a stock-offering. All this in mind, it is 
appropriate that we report on items that Lrade hands via Lhe inter
net. When we see material of note, we plan to provide the same 
coverage as with more "traditional" markets (auctions, dealer cata
logs and fixed-price lists, shows and bourses, telephone and mail 
auctions, etc.). Please help us in this mission - feel free to drop us 
a line or E-mail us should you note anything of interest. 

I have been asked if I believe internet auctions will eventual
ly replace the live auction and make expenses associated with 
printing catalogs unnecessary. Such a query is tantamount to 
asking a bibliophile if books will one day disappear. NEVER! Still, 
one can't stop progress. Possibly when technology (and econom
ics) allow everyone instant access to anything and everything -
when searching sites and downloading graphics is instantaneous 
- we will need lo look al the paradigm again. That state will no 
doubt be here in but a few short years. I still hope there will be a 
place for catalogs and an opportunity to visit dealers and shows. 
I'm tactile - I need to actually hold and mark-up my sales lists! 

One word of caution: internet auctions necessitate dealing 
with many, anonymous individuals. Traditional dealers and auc
tioneers have a vested interest in the accurate representation of 
what they sell. They depend on good will and repeat patronage. 
And while the vehicle for selling on the internet is quite dem
ocratic ... there are no barriers to entry ... there are likewise no 
requirements for competency. In the past year, I have seen no 
less that five "authentic" copies of the Bixby letter (still available 
at any National Park gift shop) and four fantasy copies of the 
April 15th New York Herald with Lincoln's portrait on the cover 
listed for sale. I have also seen misrepresentation of rarity and 
value and absolute deception. But I also have seen true bargains 
and wonderful transactions take place. The final lessons to be 
drawn? Two: don't fault the medium; invest in the ultimate sav
ing grace - knowledge and experience. In the words or Lincoln, 
"To be fruitful in invention, it is indispensable lo have a habit of 
observation and reflection." (Lecture in Springfield, 2/22/59.) 
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PUBLIC WORKS 
Rail Sp/iuer Martin Carlino recently acquired this loving 

tribute to Abraham Lincoln. The photograph. an early 
unmounted silver-print by Harris & Ewing, is or Bernie 
Babcock. Babcock authored The Soul of Abe Lincoln (J.S. 
Lippincott Co., Philadelphia: 1919 - Monaghan #2401). In the 
portrait, she is shown adjusting a flag used as a shawl to 
adorn the shoulders of a Lincoln statue - reminding us of 
what Vachel Lindsay wrote: '·He carries on his shawl-wrapl 
shoulders now the bitterness, the folly and the pain." Can 
anyone help Marty identify the location of this heart-warming 
Abraham Lincoln statue? Do let us know! 

Ralph Newman. profiled and interviewed for this journal 
back in September, 1997, passed away in July al the age of 86. 
Mr, Newman, one of the most influential book and manuscript 
dealers of the century, did a tremendous amount to expand a 
national appreciation for our cultural heritage - particularly 
related to Lincoln and the Civil War. In addition to his skills as 
historian. author and entrepreneur, he lent marketing acu
men and business savvy to help nurture the interests of just 
about every major collector since the l 930s. Let it suffice to 
say that his name will forever be tied to our passion - and the 
field of Lincoln studies has forever been enriched through his 
efforts. All of us at The Rail Sp/ii/er extend our sincerest con
dolences to the Newman family. 
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LINCOLN GLASS AND CERAMICS 

continued from cover -

was produced for the 1860 election. Inscribed "Constitutional 
Freedom." it is a very tough piece to locate. Later renditions 
depicting a bearded Lincoln are difficult to elate- the sole excep
tion a tall bust (approx. 18" high) produced by Josiah Wedgwood 
in connection with Lincoln's first inaugural. It is specifically men
tioned in lhe Wedgwood price-list catalog of 1861. 

ABC Plates & Mugs 
A major category would be lhe 

"ABC" plates and mugs imported 
from Staffordshire, England. The 
plates typically have the alphabet in 
relief lettering around the border. 
Mugs do not have such lettering, but 
should be included in this category 
since each mug had a matching ABC Figure 2. 
plate. Most of these depict Civil War 
generals (Scott, Grant, Gilmore, Halleck). Lincoln is shown in a 
rather grotesque rendition on a mug (fig. 2) and plate. A more 
pleasing portrait based on lhe Anthony Berger photo taken in 
February 1864 comes in both blue and black transfers (fig. 3). A 

Figure 3. 

McClellan plate (lig. ,1) comes in both 
black and polychrome transfers 

and may date anywhere from 
1862-4. The Lincolns are 
scarce, but not impossible to 
find. Although none of these 
ceramics are dated, the sub
ject matter tends to make 
one focus in on the Civil War 
time frame. Later "ABC" 

plates have more sharply 
detailed designs and 

letters around the 
border. 

Figure 4. 

Staffordshire ware 
The Staffordshire region of England was the major source of 

Lincoln ceramics during the war years. A large and quite heavy 
"figural group" of Lincoln on horseback (fig. 5) was part of the 
popular genre that included literary figures, evangelists, 
pugilists, and historical personalities. Most were intended as 
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mantel or hearth decorations. 
Another hearth accessory, the 
spill vase, was used to honor 
Lincoln. Four different varia
tions are known. One, previous
ly pictured in The Rail Splitter 
(see ~Another Great Find,'' Vol. 
3, Number 4) comes in both 
beardless and bearded versions 
(fig. 6). This design follows 
closely the blue & white parian
ware vases made in Bennington 
fifteen years earlier. The beard
less example may be unique. 
Another version (fig. 7) has a 
photographic transfer of a 
bearded Lincoln. Fig. 8 shows Figure 5. 
the vase most commonly seen, ----------
usually in a chocolate-color fin
ish. Probable dates of manufac
ture on all three: 1864-5. Finally, 
there are two matchsafes 
known. Each has a high-relief 
unglazed bust of Lincoln. Fig. 9 
is quite colorful with a magenta 
and blue background wilh gold 
highlights and was probably 
done near the close of the war. 
Fig. 10 shows a somber, black 
and white version that likely 
commemorates the martyred 
president. 

Figure 7. 

Figure 8. 

Figure 6. 

Figure 9. 

Rgure 10 

continued page 4 
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Made in America 

Figure 12. 

Memorial & 

Commemorative Figure 13. 

A very unusual moustache cup 
(fig. 14) is highly gilded with a 
transfer based on Marshall's 
1866 engraving. With no mark
ing save an incised ·'W.'' dating 
is problematic, but the exten
sive gilding and Victorian Uavor 
indicates the 1870's. No others 
are known. An oversized cup & 

Figure 14 saucer. of which we can unlortu-
nately provide no adequate illus
tration, has an oval transfer of 

the Brady $5 bill pose all against a mauve background. interior 
fully gilded, together with gilded fleur-cle-lis and ornamental 
design elements. A lovely piece of French origin, circa 1865-70, 
only two are known. 

Bessie Lindsey in Amerjcan Historical Glass lists thirteen 
different pieces related to Lincoln. The "Lincoln Logs Plaque" 
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(lig. 15) which comes in milk and 
amber glass, is attributed to the 
1864 campaign based on the split
rail motif and the length of Abe's 
beard and the parting of his hair. 
We are skeptical. The rail splitter 
motif was not used often in 1864. 
In addition, the bust utilized here 
is identical Lo Lindsay #276 (fig. 
16) which she attributes to the 
1876 Centennial. The Lincoln 
lithophane (fig. 17) is likewise 
attributed to the 1864 campaign. 
It does not appear to be a true 
lithophane, but a milk glass wall Figure 15. 
hanging. If the quoted prove-
nance is accurate. a period piece and very rare indeed which 
may belong in our ·'Made in Americatt category. 

Finally, we picture a hand-painted plate printed in three col
ors that appears to be a political item (fig. 18). Both it and a 
Washington mate are rarely encountered. 
An attempt was made to scrape off the 
potter's mark on the backside. Enough 
of it remained to determine it was 
produced by an English maker in 
the 1890's. 

None of the pieces discussed 
is dated, making dating somewhat 
subjective. It's up to each collector 
to do the appropriate research, 
make comparative studies, consult 
qualified dealers, and decide on 
their level of interest. -,:;... 

Figure 17. 

Figure 18. 

Figure 16. 
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CARTOON CDVs 
continued from cover -

to make humorous and/or pointed political statements in the 
form or cartoons which could be widely distributed to the elec
torate. Then. as now, political cartoons used humor to make a 
serious, if not always subtle, point. 

For some reason, most or these surviving campaign artifacts 
were directed at the eventual winner of contest. Yet I suppose 
that shouldn't be surprising when you consider the negative 
campaign by Lincoln's many detractors and political adversaries 
started just after the start of the Civil War and continued unabat
ed until the election of 1864. These protracted preelection criti
cisms were designed to weaken the Commander-in-Chief's polit
ical stock throughout the War wiU1 tile intention or influencing 
the outcome of the 1864 election. 

I have six examples or these cartoon CDVs in my collection; 
only two are considered pro-Lincoln. Three are examples issued 
during the Civil War in 1863 just prior to the election. Most of the 
cartoons utilize the same portrait: the oft-referred to "Speed" 
photo thought to be taken by Frederick's Studio in 1861. 

I consider the first example (without photographer's 
imprint, pictured on cover) to be the only pro-Lincoln cartoon 
CDV issued during tile Civil War; it illustrates Lincoln mockingly 
singing "I wish I were in Dixie" as if to say "Union troops will soon 
be in Dixie." This cartoon shows a plan or Richmond on the wall 
and a copy or the Emancipation Proclamation rolled up in 
Lincoln's coat pocket. 

A 81TTU. DR~UCHT 

;.. 

Example 2. Example 3. 

Examples #2 and #3 (both without imprint) are anti-Lincoln 
CDVs Issued during 1863. The first shows •'Granny" Lincoln with 
spoon in hand reading 'The Great Drart." The obvious message 
here Is that Lincoln is spoon-feeding the draft to men in the 
Nortil who are less than enthusiastic about volunteering for the 
"conUict." The second is even more pointed; "Dr. Lincoln" is 
spoon-feeding cannon balls labeled "Ready Relief Pills" from a 
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bowl entitled "conscription" to 
a young man. The tille of this 
cartoon is "A Bitter Draught." 

Example #'1 (without 
imprint) inaugurates lhe 1864 
election season. Entitled 
';Uncle Abe's Last Joke or a Big 
Thing on Small Bills," this car
toon expresses public suspi
cion and dissatisfaction with 
newly minted paper currency 
nol based on the traditional 
gold standard. This image 
depicts Lincoln surrounded by 
the unpopular fractional cur
rency notes. 

The next two are my 
favorites - one anti-Lincoln, the 
other strongly "pro." Example 
#5 (by J. Gurney & Son of NY) Example 4. 
illustrates Lincoln and 
McClellan playing poker; the "stakes" appear to be the govern
ment of the United States - lhe Capitol is on the table between 
them. This anti-Lincoln cartoon shows a dispassionate Lincoln 
with his arm disrespectfully slung over the back of his chair. 
McCleUan, the l864 Democratic challenger, clearly and confi
dently holds all four aces. Another example, recently purchased 
by a photo collector/dealer. shows a similar scene only with the 
two combatants playing chess instead or poker. 

~ 

'"Illl WDOmG Kil])." 
,l:U:~C~A~~u;..:-~t:~'°"c~ 
•i.i.-.i Mp.. """"- llMikl r,1 ,-.. \,. le 

Example 5. 

Example #6 is, quite simply. my favorite. It illustrates a patri
cian Lincoln holding a scale From which a slave is dangling. It is 
inscribed "All that is precious hangs trembling in the balance." 
Along the bottom edge is advertising ror a manufacturer/distrib
utor of "political flags, banners, and transparencies." While the 
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name of the distributor is unfortunately trimmed, the back of the 
card is Imprinted with the name "Jex. Bardwell, Detroit" at least 
giving us the logically assumed city of its origin. Isn't it interest
ing that this last pro-Lincoln CDV was from the Midwest where 
Lincoln was most loved and identified and the majority of anti
Lincoln's were from New York and Massachusetts? 

The final, and most significant, characteristic of this last 
CDV escaped my notice until a day or two alter I purchased it. 

u·cciou~ 
I.!~ 11·1•111l11iw, 

in lh<• ' 
hnl,.irw,, ." -POLITICAL rues, BAIIWIS AID TAHSl'AIWICIES 

M,1t,l>S •T ) 

Upon closer inspection. 
I discovered this Image 
wasn't just a cartoon, 
but an actual photo
graph of an 1864 Lincoln 
campaign banner. 
Looking at the bottom of 
the image, you can dis
cern the bottom of the 
banner turning up just a 
bit as it touches the 
floor. Additionally, the 
Victorian carpeting on 
the floor of the photo
grapher's studio is 
clearly visible beneath 
the banner. 

Needless to say, 
such a piece is highly 
prized by political col
lectors for a number of 
reasons: it is an actual 

photograph of a passionately pro-Lincoln campaign banner 
(speaking directly to the slavery/emancipation issue - still 
extremely controversial in the North) being 1llustrated by a ven
dor of political textiles on his trade card. For someone with my 
specific collecting tastes, this one rings all the bells! 

While I have limited my discussion to those cartoon CDVs 
featuring Lincoln's likeness, 
there are others from the 
election of 1864 (through 
1868) with other candidates 
and issues. II anyone knows 
of other Lincoln cartoon 
CDVs not mentioned here, I 
would like to hear from you. 
In the meantime, I hope the 
Lincoln treasure you are 
seeking is just around the 
corner at that next antique 
shop! ~ 
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Stack's Handles it All. 

From Lincoln Cents to the Ranest Lincoln 
Indian Peace Medal, from 1864 Ferrotypes 

to 1907 Victor David Brenner Plaques. 

Over the past six decades, Stack's has 
catalogued and sold more Lincoln medals, 

tokens, and coins than all others combined. 
When it comes to selling Lincolniana 

you must think of Stack's. 

<::? 

Stack's. Americi~ Oldes and Largest Coin Dealership. 

123 WEST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK NY 10019 

TELEPHONt:! 2 I 2·582·2580 FAX! 212·582· I 946 

WWW.STACKS.COM 
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LETTERS 
~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Spliller. 

I was pleasantly surprised to find the Lincoln Monument 
Restoration Project prominently featured in the July Rail Splitter. 

Those who are concerned about the preservation of out
door sculpture, especially monumental tributes to Abraham 
Lincoln. will be happy to learn that the Project is moving forward 
rapidly. Nearly S7.000 of the needed $13,840 to restore the stat
ue by Albert Louis Van den Berghen in Racine has been raised 
through fraternal organizations. civic groups, local businesses, 
and available grant monies. Although restoration of the figure and 
its rededication was scheduled for this year, a substantial amount 
of the funds made available from grant agencies for projects like 
this have been committed to the Sesquicentennial Celebrations 
this year for the City of Racine and the State of Wisconsin. One of 
the goals of the Project is to restore the monument to Its original 
beauty without using taxpayer dollars. The project will be com
pleted in 1999. Any money raised over the Sl3,840 will be placed 
into an account for continued maintenance. 

The City o[ Racine. in conjunction with Preservation Racine. 
Inc., has awarded the statue local landmark certification. A state 
historic marker will also be unveiled at the time of rededication, 
identifying the historical significance of the monument. 

Persons interested in contributing to the restoration effort 
can send checks to the Lincoln Monument Restoration Project, 
5419 ldlewood Drive, Racine, WI 53402-2234. All donations are 
tax-deductible. 

Steven K. Rogstad 
Racine, WI 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

I would like to respond to your reader George Buss's reply 
about solving the mystery of the Lincoln/Douglas spoon. My spoon 
has "Albert Pike Co." on the back. His spoon has an "S" and would 
most likely be a reproduction. Thank you for the assistance. 

Tom Buller 
Fort Wayne, IN 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

I recently purchased several lots in your third Rail Splitter 
auction. One lot was "A Catalogue of Lincolnia" describing the 
Thomas F. Macligan auction in I929. In it I found a description of 
two letters written by Gov. Andrew Curtin of Pennsylvania to 
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Pres. Lincoln concerning my great-grandfather. Everard Bierer. 
Admittedly, the first says Edward Bierer, but I believe this lo be 
a misprint. since the letter was written shortly before Gov. 
Curlin asked my great-grandfather (a lawyer by profession) lo 
organize the 171st Pennsylvania Volunteers. 

Although I realize thi,; is a longshot, given the fact that this auction 
occurred some 69 years ago, I was wondering if any fellow Rail Splitters 
might know the current location of these letters. I would appreciate any 
infonnatiou about U1em that anyone could provide. 1l1ank you. 

James R. Bierer 
Fallston, MD 

ATTENTION 

·.VOiif.iif l! 
4 ...... ar...., Cle•panJ wlll•lte ~l• ltl tbef'Jlewn B•II •• 

.... It}' MH ••• 90th, •t "-•1 ,., , •'elotlL r. ff, r., &be .. -.

.,-Ill., •----•nla •• 1• l<i Pllllll■r~ •• Tb1trt41lJ lf•1 llltrd, 
,.._ C~•1 It aow areepte4 ltr llte Goyer■..- au erdel'ff ta h 
...... , '" ~ lalo C■ap In IH 4•J"' 

~U .... JJe.i.en, ••• ■111 prNNO ,.ha ••1 wi.11 Ce jola are De• 
••Clll- lo au• d>e cae.11-,. u 11M 'l'e,.. Hd 0.-Mlo■ ol """'en 
............. iu...... • 

El'EBABO 111.IHlER Cape. 
.,....,_.., 14, INl, 

(Any Rail Spfiller with information on these two lots, #88 and 
89, an L.S. and an A.LS. from Gov. Curtin to President Lincoln, 
please let us know so we can pass it along.) 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

In 1973, J purchased aod installed a bannister, newel-post 
and spindles that were originally in the old Mayor Glover home 
in Ottawa. Illinois. This Is the home where Lincoln stayed during 
the Lincoln-Douglas debate on August 21, 1858. I am now in the 
process of sel.ling my home and I am not sure what to do with 
this stair railing. Mr. C. C. Tisler, former President of the Illinois 
State Historical Society, purchased these items prior to the 
demolition of the Glover home in the l950's. His widow, Mrs. 
Alitia Tisler Barnell, presented a gavel made from one of the 
spindles to the LaSalle County Historical Society that is on dis
play in their museum in Utica, Illinois. Also. in 1976, I presented 
to this museum some curved section of the railing r did not use 
in the construction of my home. I was a bit reluctant to turn 
these items over to the new owner and therefore excluded it in 
the purchase. I wonder if you could assist me in determining the 
value and selling of the stair railing. 

David Pauley 
dpau1ey@webtv.net 

[~: How do you find a comparable? Given but limited 
Lincoln association, this strikes us as something better 
appraised by an expert in architectural detail!] 

continued next page .. , 
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Dear Rail Splitter. 

I didn't buy it, 
but was intrigued by 
the meershaum pipe 
recently offered in 
the lhird Rail Spliller 
auction (lot #512). 
I've never seen one 
before. Could you 
supply some back
ground information? 

Ron Jacobson 
Neptune, FL 

[~: We see a lot of meershaum pipes at antique shows, but 
very Jew that are historical in nature. "Meershaum" is a German 
word for sea foam and is a clay-like material often found fJoating 
in the Black Sea. It is a compound of magnesium, silicons, oxy
gen, and water, found primarily in Turkey, but other 
Mediterranean countries as well. It is fragile and easily carved. 
The bowls produced are white in color at first, but mellow to a 
rich brown color after being smoked for some time.] 

+ 
To the Editors: 

I enjoyed the current issue of The Rail Splitte,: As usual, you 
have turned out a fascinating and informative newsletter. I have 
Lo comment on one thing therein, however. 

The cdv of Booth's boot is clearly "bogus." I was offered the 
same one (or another copy) around ten years ago and l passed 
on it. The boot bears virtually no resemblance to the one that is 
housed in Ford's Theatre. It's more of a cowboy boot than the 
fancy ones that Wilkes wore. 

I hope the buyer is not kicking himself too much, but it 
belongs In the category of "fabulous fakes" that cropped up alter 
the assassination: the Lincoln in Death ones, the Bogus Mary 
Surratt photo, etc. 

Keep up the good work, 

Steven G. Miller 
Lake Villa. IL 

[.Edi.1.m:.s.: It is clear you are correct. This was not Booth's boot! 
But we are also confident the "attribution" on the verso of this 
example - that it was Washington's boot - is also incorrect. 
Since we have now seen three examples of this cclv, one labeled 
"Booth's Boot," one for Washington, the third unidentified, we 
have a real mystery on our hands: exactly whose footwear is dis
played in this photograph? We would be grateful for some help 
on this matter.] 

+ 
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Dear Rail Sp/ii/er. 

l was the successful bidder on item #348 in the June Rail 
Splitter auction, a February 4, 1861 Union Ticket "For Delegates 
to the Convention" that the catalog said "Merits research, 
undoubtedly War related." The catalog's right-on. l did the 
research and I'm glad to have the ballot. The candidate name 
that tells the story is John M. Botts, an ardent but irritating 
Virginian loyal to the Union. 

Born in Dumfries, Virginia in 1802. John Minor Botts became 
a lawyer, a farmer, and Whig member of the legislature (1833-43). 
A Henry Clay partisan, he served in Congress 1839-43, losing an 
1842 re-election race. An 1846 comeback allowed him to contest 
a railroad compensation issue in the House against a fellow 
Whig, Congressman Abraham Llncoln, but Botts botched bids 
for re-election in 1848 and 1850. 

In 1860 Botts worked successfully to carry Virginia for John 
Bell's Constitutional Union ticket. Yet, on October 18, when a 
Republican victory nationwide seemed inevitable, Botts assured 
a Lynchburg audience that Lincoln was not an abolitionist whose 
election would justify secession. At a later dinner for the 
Commonwealth's members of the Electoral College, the outspo
ken Unionist Botts was gratified at expressions of loyal senti
ment by his friend, Bell elector Marmaduke Johnson and by 
William H. McFarland (1799-1872), a banker and later 
Confederate congressman "with whom I was then not on speak
ing terms." as he recalled. 

When the secession crisis came in 1861, Governor John 
Letcher called a special session of the legislature. When this in 
turn called for a convention, Unionists in Richmond encouraged 
Botts to run for delegate and recruit two like-minded running 
mates to compete for the three seats assigned to the city. He sug
gested Johnson and McFarland. He then accepted the nomina
tion with a lengthy discussion of his national isl principles. His 
running mates accepted nomination without comment. 

Botts claimed that Johnson and McFarland backers swapped 
votes with open secessionist George W. Randolph (1818-1867), 
Thomas Jefferson's grandson and later Confederate Secretary of 
War. The ploy defeated 
Botts who groused that >-- - --~~Si 

suspect money bought his ~ ll '11 I O ~· TI r ,nnr T. ~ 
defeat. The successful ' t 11 1' 11 IJJ ~ 
slate of delegates then ~ 

l
c_t ~~ ·> voted to secede. -, !ill 

The ensuing referen- (~ ~?i::::!Sii 1► 
dum was "a perfect farce" dJ l\ 
declared Botts because of I {, 
coercion and intimidation ~ "~ Ronu_. 'l' 
of voters, as depicted on at Ct __JI~ 
least one patriotic cover. ' -.,...,"'•·~rtry .-. 1. <-... f,, 
Reluctantly. he refrained t --~- ·~-----·1• 
from voting himself for fear ;! ( /.1 O \, •• \,' -~~-~\, .. ~u[';"j () ·~".',' 

1 

~ 
of triggering bloodshed. !l, J2J. ~ ~ ~ 

Lincoln invited Botts Cl, WILLIAM a IllACJFARLAND, (f.J 
to the White House on J JOHN M. :aoTI'S, I) 
April 7, 1861 to confer for ~ MA.RMA.Dma:: JoRNso~. ~-➔ 
three hours about ways to ~!. , , , , , , .. · ~) 
keep the Old Dominion in 1 ~-""'",.,.. 

9~~~'; -"<a- U:l 
the Union. It was too late. 
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Virginia seceded ten days 
later. Denouncing ·a rich 

I 
man's war and a poor man ·s 
flght,n Botts was known lo be 
drafting an expose of the 
secession movement. When 

I 
the Confederacy suspended 
habeas corpus on March I, 
J 862, it reacted fast. In a 
predawn raid on March 2, 

I 
troops arrested Botts in his 
bed, imprisoning the Union 
gadfly in solitary confinement 

I in a filthy slave jail for eight 
/-. ,-, ~ weeks while ransacking his 

-----~~- house for the manuscript. 
They never found it. It would be published as The Great 
Rebellion: lts Secret History in 1866. dedicated to General Grant. 

Botts prudently withdrew to his Ashburn farm near 
Culpepper in 1863, only to see Meade's and Lee's forces battle in 
his yard that October. Once he was behind Union lines, he 
declined an offer to serve as a U.S. Senator for "restored 
Virginia," an expedient Lincoln legal fiction. 

After the War, Botts attended a Loyal Southerners' conven
lion in 1866. As leader of Virginia's fledgling Republican Party, he 
fell short in an attempt to displace the ultra-radical 
Reconstruction scalawag James W. Hunnicutt. Even his concilia
tory participation in the bail bond for Jefferson Davis seemed 
just a ploy for "recovering some degree of popularity, or rather 
respectability"' to embittered Virginians like Mary Custis Lee. 
Robert E. Lee's spouse deemed Botts certainly the basest. 
meanest of mankind." Notwithstanding, he sure had guts. 

John Minor Botts suffered for the courage of his convic
tions. but also for a pompously quarrelsome manner that made 
him especially irritating to his foes. A big, hulking man with a 
huge mouth and solid features, his appearance mirrored his life
long strength and pugnaciousness. He died January 8, 1869, 
largely unlamented in his state. 

This ballot is interesting as a relic of Virginia's ad-hoc elec
tion responding to the secession crisis, especially since we have 
Bolt's account of how he put together his Richmond ticket. only 
to be betrayed by his running mates. Not Just decorative. its "E 
Pluribus Unum" slogan is significant as an expression of Unionist 
sentiment. Such views were widespread 111 the Old Dominion at 
the time Botts assembled his ticket, so the position "For refer
ring to the People" indicates commitment lo a plebiscite on 
secession that Unionists like Botts were confident they'd win - if 
conducted promptly and fairly. It also shows that it was possible 
for Virginians to "scratch" their ballots, voling a split ticket. It's 
a rare souvenir of Virginia's reluctant path to secession. 

Stephen Ackerman 
Washington, DC 

[.Eru.to.ci: We appreciate the diligent research! Such efforts are 
the life-blood of our hobby. Hy lhe way, when Virginia seceded 
on May 23, 1861, they issued a special "Secession Ballot" (see lot 
#103, Rail Splitter auction #1) If someone out there would care 
to write an article on the process of secession, detailing the var
ious state conventions, legislative sessions, and popular refer
endums, The Rail Spfltterwould love to publish such a study. Oh, 
by the way Steve. wanna sell that great ballot'?] 

++ 

:-,------,---L -
" ft ' 

Lincoln, George Tice 

"This collection of forty-seven photographs by the renowned 
photographer George Ttce celebrates Abraham Lincoln and his 
influence on American life. With an 8 x 10 view camera, Tice 

W'sy!!P~-.- chronicles how America honors one of her most illustrative 

George nee: Statue in front of Newark, NJ 
Courthouse, 1981 

heroes. The photographs speak of myth and reality. They evoke 
a sense of lincoln as omnipresent, watching over all of us." 

(Rutgers Unii:. Press, NJ: 1994) 72pp. cloth bound in dust jacket. 

$40.00 plus tax/shipping. Autographed copies available. Please call. 

The Wilkin Gallery has been exhibiting photographs in Xew York since 1!169. When visiting Soho, please include the Gallery 
In your itinerary. We arc located between Prince and Spring Streets on West Broadway. Hours: Tuesday-Saturday, I lam lo 6pm. 

Witkin Gallery 415 West Broadway NYC, NY 10012 Tel. 212/925-5510 
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THE HOFFMAN DAG: 
A Troublesome Sale 

Jonathan H Mann 
Christie's 

Most of us know this image to be the "Hoffman daguerreotype" of Abraham Lincoln - so named for the owners, Robert and Joan 
I lolfman of Pittsford, New York. By now, you no doubt have read that the prestigious auction house. Christie's, has decided to sell the 
piece in their October photographica auction in New York City. While the identity of the subject has been debated since its "discov
ery" by the Hoffmans in 1992, several tangential aspects lo the proposed sale need to be discussed. 

From the lirst efforts to secure an "authentication" that this is, in fact, a portrait of Lincoln, the debate has divided scholars, pho
tography and forensics experts, and Lincoln buffs into two distinct camps - the vasl majority decidedly u11impressed with what is a 
lovely $150 dag of an unidentified gentleman. There are a few who remain convinced this is Lincoln; a few others who go back and 

continued next page 
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forth, refusing to commit their "expert" opinion - first declaring 
it genuine then backing-off that position for fear of being labeled 
"wrong." A great deal has been made of forensic studies: an 
analysis of the vein pattern in the hands; dermatological essays 
on the famous mole that is not present in this portrait; comput
er-generated morphing with known photographs of our six
teenth president. There are even those questioning if the sub
ject in question is Caucasian. Rather than debate the merits of 
what has already been argued. I would like to address some of 
the troublesome marketing aspects to the proposed sale. 

In their press release, Christie's represents U1e photograph as: 

"What is Believed to be the Earliest Known Portrait of Abraham 
Lincoln. the Hay Wadsworth Daguerreotype." The catalog will 
list the lot as "Portrait of a Gentleman, Believed to be Abraham 
Lincoln, Age 34, circa 1843 (est. $200,000-300,000)." 

In a calculated, clever marketing move, the "Hoffman dag·• 
suddenly became the ·'Hay-Wadsworth dag'' with supposed 
provenance tying U1e image directly to the John Hay family. The 
added legitimacy of titling the piece to connect it directly to 
Lincoln's secretary did not escape the eye of one scholar. In 
response to a story on the sale published in TIie New Yorli 
Times, Jennifer B. Lee, former Curator of the John Hay 
Collections and the McLellan Lincoln Collection at the John Hay 
Library at Brown University, challenged this new appellation. 

Christie's cites as "provenance" prior ownership of the 
sixth-plate. The Holfmans purchased it in 1992 from an antiques 
dealer, George Feeley of Caledonia, New York. Feeley acqui.red it 
in or about 1960 from the Wadsworth family of Genesee, New 
York. One of the members of that family, a Senator James W. 
Wadsworth, Jr., was married to Alice Hay, the daughter of John 
Milton Hay, Assistant Secretary to Abraham Lincoln. Now ... it is 
true, as stated by Christie's, that "it is documented that John 
Hay had been given by various members of the Lincoln family 
several family mementos including a lock of Lincoln's hair and 
two copies of the Gettysburg Address." But it is also true, as 
pointed out by Ms. Lee in her N YT letter. that the Hay family 
meticulously set about to preserve, document, and have set 
aside for study EVERYTHING of significance related to President 
Lincoln. It defies credibility that what is represented as 
Lincoln's earliest known photograph would have "slipped 
through the cracks" to end up in an estate sale. Lee argues con
vincingly that it is a disservice to the memory of John Hay to 
have his name attached to the photograph. 

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect to the scheduled auc
tion is reflected in The New York Times article of 6/20/98: 
"A Young Mr. Lincoln? Auction May Shed Light." The piece pre
sented a qualified but nonetheless enthusiastic endorsement of 
the portrait - a position backed away from in a subsequent edi
torial. But the Times also did something that was quite dan
gerous. They assumed that something would be learned from 
the auction itself. Suggesting that the sale itself would .. Shed 
Light" on the identity of the subject is absolute nonsense. By 
inference, a successful sale validates the photograph as "gen
uine." As anyone dealing in historical Americana knows, the 
sale of an item - even at a leading auction house - does not pro-

Bet you 
a penny 

We are so com~nced that you 'I! love our sculptural 

reproductions of Abraham Lincoln crafted from works by historical 
artists that we'll send you a free sterling silver-plated ··uncoln" 
lapel pin if you request a copy of our new catalog. 

All you need to do I~ send your name and address along with $3 to 
pay for postage. and we'll give you a silver lapel pin that regularly 
!>el b for S20. 

We bet you'll not onl; love the free lapel pin. but that you'll enjoy 
our other Lincoln products as well. 

5tonr!Pos1 
CORPORATIOX 

RR 2 Box 644. Putney, \crmont 05346 

Ct1ll us tit Oi02)254-J6?4 or refsil StonePosl r1! bltp:l/11111•11•_11011epo.,;t.co111 

vide provenance, authentication, or even additional credibility. 
As you know, evidenced in this issue and in past volwnes of The 
Rail Splitter, we routinely report on the public sale of spurious 
images ... be it a supposed "death portrait" of Lincoln or the dis
covery of a new photograph of John Wilkes Booth - taken "from 
life" sometime after 1870. 

If you take the position that this portrait is in doubt, or at 
least in question, is it appropriate for Christie's to put it up for 
sale? If this was definitively Lincoln's first photograph, it would 
well be worth $1 million and deservedly belong in the National 
Portrait Gallery. II this ls just a Lincoln "look-alike," then it is 
simply a fun keepsake and a lovely example of mid-19th centu
ry photography. But now, with Christie's tacit endorsement, 
who is to say what it's worth? But even worse, it serves to 
encourage those who search for historical portraits to surren
der critical evaluation and full documentation for "well... it 
could be." This diminishes from everyone -collectors, dealers, 
and historians. 
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In The Marketelace 

D avid Frent of New Jersey had 

r, 
some blockbuster Lincoln 
polilicals In his May auction, 
including the cover lot: a 

Lincoln-Johnson ferrotype jugate (side-by-
side portraits of both candidates). One of The Gallery at Knotty Pine Auction Service (do 

you think they should consider shortening 
their name?) of West Swansey, New 

Hampshire sold this "unusual pottery pitcher with 
portrait of Lincoln" on July 26th. Decorated in yel
low, brown, and green glazes, the lid had relief 
images of pears. Could have been used as a cider 
jug, of undetermined age, with minor faults, it real
ized $550. 

} 

only live known, it found a new home for 
$42,000. The last example to trade hands, 
that specimen without any of the red, white, 

and blue enamel remaining in the shield, 
went to a Midwest collector for $22,000. 

I f you haven't noticed, some Interesting 
items are showing up at the various 
group shops that now dot the antique 

landscape. We got quite excited (a rare occur
rence for us!) when we noticed this fabulous Wide 
Awake parade cap offered for sale by a dealer with 
Antique Associates of West Townsend, 
Massachusetts. The crown is composed of polished 
brown cotton, the headband is dark yellow with black, 
stenciled lettering and three metallic sequined stars are attached. As excited as 
we were, the dealer was even more so! Some of the terms employed to 
describe his offering Included: "uniquely important," '"ot limitless historic 
importance," and "such an important icon of American history." Now ... the bad 
news: the asking price -$12,500. A wonderful piece, regardless, and an acqui
sition certain to "cap" a collection! 

C harlton Hall Galleries. 
Inc. of Columbia, South 
Carolina offered this 

• "John Cabell Breckinridge" cased 
ambrotype in their June 20th auc
ltion. Unless they know something 
we don't. it's a "case" of mistaken 
identity. Estimated at $1,000-1,500. 
it sold for $950 plus 12% premium 
to an equally "unknown" tlidder. 

12 

H appy One-Hundreth! Doug Sanders of McGowan Book 
Company in North Carolina has attained a much-covet
ed milestone - issuing his 100th fixed-price catalog. 

They must be popular - he keeps putting them out! The latest 
contained items from the estate of Ralph Newman. Of the more 
interesting selections was a monogrammed linen handkerchief 
that belonged to Mary Todd Lincoln. accompanied by provenance 
from Robert Lincoln Beckwith - the last, direct descendent You 
could do more than "wipe your nose" with this for S3,500. Also 
on the list was a rare copy of Oldroyd's The Assassination of 
Abraham Lincoln· Flight Pursuit and Capture of the Conspirators. 
a never-bound first edition on original sheets: S450. 
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E I ~ 
I . ,,. Al~ r. 

hristie's sa e of "Pnnted Books and Manuscripts" on May 29th included this unusual .1 q•' 
11 
V b ,:~~ JJ ·,TII~ 

item· a "Subscriber's Certificate" for Ford·s Theatre from 1863 signed by John T Ford. ;,, Ar.DIST~ sm" i.., 
The .. Investor:· one J. P Bartholin was "in" to the tune of $500 and 1hereby entitled to free : /.11. lfl MOrmoa • ct 
admission to the theatre until the debt was paid off. Wonder If he attended the night of ,_........,; '"'ruou ~l/S\t. 

April 14. 1865 and if he ever got his investment back? He probably did, since this example was 
consigned by a direct descendent of Ford. (That would imply that the bond was repaid.) This won- 4 derful piece of ephemera - the only known extant example - paid big dividends, selling to a 
Northeast dealer tor $5,750. The sale also featured an Autograph Letter Signed by Lincoln. dated ·, . July 7, 1858. Marked "Private" (shades of James G. Blaine). Lincoln wrote to the powerful .,_ 
Kentucky Senator John J. Crittenden to "feel out" Crittenden's position vis-a-vis the Illinois sen- L... ___ ..:.:..:._--'-----------"-~~ 

atonal contest. He asked about rumors that Crittenden was supporting Douglas in his bid for re-
election and advised him to take a "hands-off" position. The letter did not have the desired effect, with the 
Crittenden endorsement letter for Douglas being published shortly before the election. Abe wrote the Senator two 
days after his defeat, acknowledging ··emotions of defeat, at the close of a struggle in 
which I felt more than a merely selfish interest. and to which defeat the use of your name 
contributed largely ... " Hey, Abe, win-some, lose-somel This great letter sold for S85,000. 

R ex Stark can always be 
counted on to unearth 
the unusual and rare. 
A cabinet card mon-

tage printed in 1891 depicts Col. L. B. 
Baker, the officer in charge of the party that 

captured Booth, astride his famous horse along 
with portraits of Lincoln, Booth, and Corbett. Signed 

by Baker on verso with a legend of his exploits. it went out 
the door for $600. Rex also privately sold this fabulous 30" long 
silk sash with a beardless woodcut portrait of Lincoln inscribed 
"F. Hall Market." Although one might easily jump to conclusions 
and classify this as a memorial piece, research by the new owner 
reveals that a grand Lincoln and Hamlin Ratification Rally was 
held at Faneull Hall in Boston on May 24th 1860 with over 10,000 
people in attendance. This sash could very well have been pro
duced for that event! $5,000. Finally, Rex offered this sixth-plate 
daguerreotype of Lincoln for only $1.000. Yes, we said 

daguerreo1ype... and unlike 
another piece discussed In this 
issue, this IS LINCOLN! The 
''kicker." revealed in the cata-
log, is that this is a modem 

C ohasco, Inc. ("Document Preservation 
Center") of Yonkers, New York offered an 
extensive range of "Desirable Collectibles" in 
their June 17th mail auction. We note that this 

wonderful cabinet card of Robert Todd Lincoln by 
Hefter of New York, sold for Just under $300. 

GOMBIMf\TIOM F'IOTURE>. 

l'., '"" llt,-f"W•N .,..,M .. 
h·, , .. ,,. ~ t .. 1u11~- 1-• 

...... ~.,.,..,..,_,_,,,,,,, .. a-'• '-• 
~J\~----•-.Jat,;; Jt·-~-. ... I 

reproduction, done ri--~=='=====----..,.... .... --=--~~ 
by a dag artist in 

-...-.,.t•~-..,,. ... ,i ....... l.,1· -.~--
.. ,.._._..., ... bt P ~ • .. Ml) Ii-I 
~I 1"" -.-.-._. i--. L • ,....._., ,
,~_. .. •I - ..,__ ~ ,, ...... -4 ..ri-

Georgia using a 
repolished and re· 
exposed period 
plate of a Lincoln 
ambrotype 
(Ostendorf #5) 

from 1858. The reverse of the plate is incised with 
information identifying this as a modern work. A nice 
display piece (fool your friends and neighbors on this 
one!) that reflects true artistry using an old technology. 

() ?::::.:..~--:.:.·.::..,--=:.:::w~: 
•. --u.. ,,._~ .. 1 ....... ,u..,,,_. __ _ 
~,_. .. ., .... ...,o.._..._iJr._._.._ 
... _..._,A~ 

.\I .... -,~ - 1_,w_..,_._.._ .... 
( ........................ _ .... _._._ 
~ .,,....,_,.,11 ...... hi-,t11.1...,,-.....,.,~ ....... _ .. _ ........ , .......... 

r-.. ......... _ .... __,._.,, 1_,.._., 
........... _ .... _......~►----- ,._ .. ............... ,__, .... ~ ...... _._ 
~--•i---- ........ ~....._.., ... 
...._ _____ t,f..,.__. ........... --.. 

.. I'-.... 1.,..,._._ .. ....,,.,_,-' ... ~--
, ......... , .......... ~--..,,..cai-.-. ...... 
_ __. .......... ..._li&dl,~la"""_., I --,i,....._. •• "--'~.,.r..,.;,..,_,...._, ......... _,_ .. __ _.... .. ___ ., 
......... ,..n-......... ~.~-.,1•.--. _, 

:?'/JrJ-..A • ...._ ......... 
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In The Market~lace 
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B onaby's Auction Galleries of Farmingdale, New York sold 
this 1907 bronze plaque by Victor David Brenner. designer 
of the Lincoln cent Ever popular among Lincolnphiles and 
numismatists, this 7 x 10" display piece is quite powerful. 

It sold for a very reasonable $450- only half "market." 

This wonderful cartoon carte depicts "The 
Assassin's Vision" with a ghostly image of 
Abe against a tree with little Abe heads 
floating In the branches. Booth, fleeing on 

horseback, passes a sign-post for St. Mary. The 
cdv has an1865 Imprint by Francis Hacker in the 
Clerks office of the District Court of Rhode 
Island. The back of the mount includes an adver
tisement for Dr. Bicknell's Syrup The Great CHOLERA REMEDY, also Dysentery, Diarrhoea (their 
spelling) summer complaint, painters cholic and so on ending with directions for consumption and a 
testimonial of how wonderful this remedy had been. The piece was ottered In an e-Bay auction with a 
large number of players up lo the $400 level after which it became a contest between two bidders. 
With a total of 48 bids. it finally sold for an astounding $2,716. 

S uperior Galleries of Beverly HIiis, California, sells everything from autographs to sports and movie memorabilia. Their May 3rd "Collectibles" auc
tion included a "signed presentation copy of the Lincoln-Douglas debates." The flyleaf had a pencil Inscription "Geo. R. Weber, Esq from A. Lincoln 
July 14th 1860." This same volume failed to sell at one of the New York auction houses and a subsequent private sale also fell through. Apparently, 
many of the "key players" in the autograph field questioned Its authenticity. In the Interests of disclosure. Superior detailed Its recent market his

tory while. at the same time, "answering" some of the concerns raised by its detractors. According to the cataloger, George Weber was an Illinois news
paper editor and former Democrat who switched to the Republican party in 1856. He nominated Lincoln for President at the Wigwam convention in 
Chicago in 1860. The date on the flyleaf is in his hand, not Lincoln's, as are the annotations throughout the book. The book descended through the Weber 
family to the current consignor, is mentioned in family wills, and was written up in the media over the years. Most extant examples of the Debates that 
Lincoln signed are In pencil, supposedly because of the high porosity of the paper which caused Inked examples to smudge and bleed badly. In their cat
alog description, excerpted below, Superior relied exclusively on provenance to prove authenticity while taking a swipe at the current crop of experts 
whose credentials they question. Confidently, Superior declared "Buy it with impunity." 

As noted in the catalog: "Recently, when students of Lincoln's handwriting examined the Weber Debates, the marginal notes were condemned 
as not being in Lincoln's hand, as certain newspaper accounts had claimed. By this time, few remembered what George Weber's handwriting looked like, 
and so the "authenticity" of the Weber hybrid Debates, gradually, almost imperceptibly, became transmogrified into something of a rogue specimen with 
a questionable pedigree. Enter the current crop of gifted amateurs - God help us - to drive in the final cottin nails, and the Weber Debates found itsell 
practically buried alive by a new breed of young autograph dealers whose shingles proclaim themselves masters of handwriting and guarantors of 
authenticity. At least one of New York's leading auction houses fell victim to these young turks when it attempted to offer the Weber Debates for sale. 
The neophyte guardians dutifully examined the piece and, with amateur's hubris, pronounced its 'authenticity' dubious. The book remained unsold, One 
New York dealer finally purchased the Weber Debates, then denounced It and ordered the seller to take it back. A Chicago-based dealer who 'specializes' 
in Lincoln stepped forward and announced that he, too, felt ·uneasy' about the piece. The trouble with all this cant, of course, is that none of the 'experts' 
have had more than a whitt of forensic training. With very little ability to identify the authorship of disputed writing, forensic sleuths they're not. The point 
is, there is no question that the Weber Debates is genuinely inscribed by Lincoln .. .'' Whew! Shakespeare's quote on protesting too much comes to 
mind! Against an estimate of $45,000-65,000, once again the book failed to sell. 
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R obert B~chelder of Ambler. Pennsylvania has this Lincoln I 
A.LS. m his current fixed-price autograph catalog. II is an 
early draft that was not senL but later revised. ottering I 
General Robert Anderson (of Ft. Sumter tame) the com-

d Of Ft. Adams in - -- -- ---
Rhode Island. Anderson I 
was m poor health and 
Lincoln went out of his 77 ~ 7 ......... .,4-,,~ 
way to gel him an easy .I R-- t--- 14 
post without any reduc- t.t., N"~ _._~~ '~ ,,.__:_.,. 
tion in pay. Anderson .G-,lc...:... 1 -f ;-' .~-.,. ~1,l~"' 1' I 
had been awaiting I ,.,i,., ,.~z. ~ / ... ,,:.. ,1...v~. ">-· 

~ ~ ,j'fk ~ IMv·~. • 
orders for two years and ,.,.__r. .Alµ,-- . ~1 ~ J 1;,i.,.,._ 

would only command FL _4 L-.. :,.. ,..,.2 1: ,'!. ►:.....= 

E v_er get that feeling of deja-vu? 
We got 11 when we saw this 
imperial size albumen photo

graph of Lincoln (Ostendorf-20) that 
made an appearance at the recent 
"Heartland" antique show in Indiana 
Offered by Thomas Rawson of The 
Sanctuary Antique Center of Marion. 
Iowa, with an asking price of $9,500. 
The very-same piece was offered last 
year as lot ,32 in the Hindman
Abraham Lincoln Book Shop Civil War-I 
Lincolniana auction. Described as "an 
early direct-contact print made by 
(Gardner's) Washington contemporary j 
Moses P. Rice, who acquired many of ,__ ___ --'I"'----~ 

Adams for two months /,., ... ½ 7 1'11..4 r-::-·.:.... ,.'✓:,1 ' 
before retinng on dis-I ....,. .,..., ,.,:., _ ,;r., ,,-~4' . .:.... 
ability Price: $35,000. &-~ t,.,,_ 7 fL_t: '(-r-. Gardner's negatives and later copyrighted this particular 

image m 1901 • 11 was guided at s10.000-20,000 and failed 
to sell Not exactly a "bad penny: but 11 keeps turning upl 

-~ 
he classic "Wigwam" 
campaign biography 
m wraps (a paper
back) is particularly 
irable. This example 
d loss to the spine. 
me damage. and 
as missing the 
ack cover It still 

µ µ r, ./4. , . .4 r :)- ...,_, 

I 

,..,._ "{ ,',..r, ~ .frL.-1 ...,... 

~------- v'Y _. <?..o: /J..~ ") ,fl-~ J., ;,r- f-, 
,-,Jh fl, ft .,,__, .... i'n!;. Y• J J.:.., 

I 

';;" ;;;:::.;··;:: i!i!..:'...'.?-2: 
...,,.,~;;.c,.,. ' - /."' 
<-4'._,_,, ,,; ✓t:I. l'~)!J..~G 

W llliarn A. Smith of Plainfield. New I 
Hampshire sold this surreal on on can
vas, circa 1920. of Abe and lnends on 

June 24th No doubt related to Italian triptychs of the 
early Renaissance period. this symbolic and expres
sive work was acquired for S125. 

r---anaged to bring 
325 In an e-Bay 
auction this last 
month 1 lw illiam Bunch Auctioneers of West Chester. PA 1 

sold items from the estate of artist Agnes 

I 
Yarnall (1909-1989) at their June sale. I 
Included among the 22 different bronze 

busts was the ever-popular 29·· rendering by George E. 
Bissell This example from the artist's collection realized 
S2,200 A plaster bust of Ronald Reagan was a bargain
basement giveaway $27.50. Tells you something ... 
what. we don't know 

, __ _ 
------

---- - -- ----, 

C atalog #141 of the Abraham Lincoln Book Shop. Inc. had the usual selection of I 
books and Lincoln-related graphics Including this 1865 hand-colored Kurz litho
graph of "Mr Lincoln, Residence and Horse. as they appeared on his return at 

the close of the campaign with Senator Douglas: A strange prmt the horse gets third 
billing Lincoln appears with beard even though the event depicted occurred m 1858 or 
1860. and the perspective is rather distorted. Still. who are we to fmd fault? In excellent 
condition with strong color. nicely framed. yours tor $1,900. 

--------
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
l!I I American Social History and Social Movements 

(another candidate for a shorter name) hosts 
two telephone auctions a year. 

-...a.aa=a..; Their Spring 1998 catalog had 
a diverse assortment of 
ephemera A beardless postal
ly-used 1860 campaign cover 
sold for a reasonable $215. An 
anti-McClellan Salt River ticket 

____ ... containing appropriate sarcas· IC onroy & Associates 

P residential Coin & Antique con
cluded Part II of the Charlie 
Mcsorley collection in 

I 
"Exonumia Auction #6.4" held in July. 
Part I was a tough act to follow. but 
this ottering was stlll impressive -
over twenty Lincoln medals were 
up for grabs. Ottered as separate 
lots were #AL-1860-46 and 
#SD-1860-12 (the "lava" or 
composition medals for 
Lincoln and Douglas) Both 
were in excellent condition and 
very diflicult to obtain. they sold 
for S475 and $350 respectively (not 

tic text was 1ust $80. Finally. an 
1862 McClellan stereoview card sold much 
cheaper than the more ubiquitous Lincoln 
counterpart, at S50. See! There are still bar• 
gains to be found! 

In Baldwinsville. L 
New York spared no . 

ex. pense in promoting the sale 
of what is arguably the defin-
itive Civil War autograph 
album. Assembled by a clerk 
in the Adjutant General's 
office, the album contained more than 175 signatures 
including Just about every prominent military and political 
figure. Under the heading "Executive" were the signatures 
of Lincoln and Johnson. together on the same page. This 
Instant collection sold to an Atlanta dealer for $15,000. 

E arly American History l 
Auctions of La Jolla, 
California offered close 
to fifty Lincoln items in 

1 the1r August 22 1998 sale. Some 
random examples included. an 

~ anti-Lincoln Confederate cover I I -$300· a "Star of the North, or 
the Comet of 1861" cover -

including buyer's). AL-1864·3 is likewise a rarity. This 1s 
only the second example we can recall seeing auctioned in 

I S190; a 50-cent scrip note 
from 1862 for a Massachusetts 
meat market - $125. and a 
memorial "Lincoln the Good" 

[ the last 20 years. It realized S500 plus buyer's. __ _ 

---=-===-==~----"'QI handkerchief - S1 ,380 . 
.,,,-,\"{\~~!Mi,~~----------, 
.. '\ t•!"~' ... (.~- '! • 

.. /{ ~Q'ff', 1.2( 

r,, • .,/ t8,U4 ... '/,-, 
P/1-'TJ" fW,\"TS 

• ~ .. ,JH,r.,-,Na,L~ 
l,. ,,. J(f,,r....,.,.....,,, 

• dt"i,,,p~rllr.~~•,.t.liMe:?"r~ 

C athenne Barnes has two Lincoln autographs in h~urrent fixed-price catalog. One piece, An l 
Autograph Note Signed from March 1862, shows Lincoln's compassionate side. The note has 
the Commander-in-Chief recommending a transfer for the • ... son of one of my nearest neighbors 
in Springfield. "Asking: S7.500. 
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L arry Richmond held his Inaugural New York City auction June 
28th. The well-produced "American Historical Auctions" cata

log contained over 1 ,800 lots. A posh 
pre-sale exhibition and cocktail party 
was held on Madison Avenue. The cover 
lot, a cabinet card of an 1858 photo
graph (Ostendorf #10), a copy image 
produced some lwenty years after
the-fact. sold for an astounding 
S5,980 and was but one of thirty 
Lincoln images offered! Also "sold'' 
was a sixth-plate dag identified as 
William H. Seward. Hammered 
down for 
$8,050. we 
had some 
question as 

to the correctness of 

I s con IMaslow Assoc;a,., of Bedlo,d, New Hamp"'"' held a 
mail and phone auction of "Historical Autographs, 
Documents. and Manuscripts" this past July. Approximately 

twenty Lincoln-related lots were Included. One lot 
contained an autographed photo of Eisenhower 
together with a sketch of Lincoln done by Ike on 
White House stationery. This lot, with a $3,000 
estimate, lailed to sell. Also for sale was an 1882 
A.LS. by Mary Todd Lincoln. executed six months 
before her death. In it. she expressed anxiety and 
concern regarding the Congressional passage of 
her pension. She is fearful of people who will 
betray her confidences. She mentions meeting 
with Susan B. Anthony. " .. ask him [Congressman 
Springer of Illinois] what contributions he has 
received & tell him to send them to me.. Your S20 
on any thousand henceforth received may help 
you ... " A most-revealing insight into the mental 

R obert C. Eldred Company of E. Dennis (Cape Cod), Massachusetts 
is what might be termed a general line auctioneer. Last July, he 
sold a collection of autographs and scrapbooks relating to Edwin 
Booth. This collection consisted by three scrapbooks kept by 

Booth's theatrical agent. Frank Lodge, from 1865 to 1891 and included 
documents signed by Edwin Booth and advertisements and programs per
taining to his contemporaries. A neat piece of theatricana (we just made 
that up!) that "managed" S2.200 plus 10%. 

t . ,. , 

I J. 

I 

/, I, I I 

,. 
r 

S otheby's held "A Fine Books and Manuscripts" 
sale on June 26, 1998. Included were fifteen lots 

of Lincoln autograph matenal. Six lots were designated 
with "Provenance: Roy P. Crocker ... The Crocker 
Collection was sold by Sotheby's In November 1979. 
These documents were not Included in that sale. This 
lime around all six lots were withdrawn before the sale. 
It was felt by many of the professionals that all these 
items are spurious and may have been part of a group of 
such material sold to Crocker by King Host1ck. One lot 
not from the Crocker collection that did sell was an 1848 
A.LS. relating to the end of the war with Mexico and the 

I 
probable ratification of a peace treaty. Written while a 
member of Congress. ll ls significant vis-a-vis Lincoln's 
oppos1t1on to the war and his "Spot Resolutions" 
attempting to embarrass the Polk administration This 
piece of history with remarkable content realized 
$23,000. r--

1 ~ --'f'f-:;4 ~-
d ..M-'- A -

~ .... ~--,-c....~ 

state of the maligned First Lady. it commanded /tw 
S9,350 '---~.....,,__.-----..., 
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ILLINOIS' BEST KEPT SECRET 
Keith Hallam 

About thirty miles north of Springfield, in the little town of 
Lincoln, is perhaps one of Illinois' best kept secrets. Housed on the 
campus of Lincoln College is the Lincoln College Museum, literally 
a treasure trove of some of the finest Lincolniana imaginable. 

The collection that "started it all" was that of Judge 
Lawrence B. Stringer, an 1887 graduate of what was then known 
as Lincoln University. The judge, who died in 1942, willed his 
vast Lincoln collection to the college with the stipulation that a 
museum be established to house it. Since that time. a consider
able number of acquisitions have been added due to the gen
erosity of others. 

Here you can find items that can be found nowhere else, like 
the table from the New Salem home of Mentor Graham upon 
which Lincoln studied grammar and surveying, the desk and 
chair that he used In Lhe Illinois legislature, an ivory-handled din
ner bell from his Springfield home and tassels from the covering 

Furniture from Lincoln's home In Springfield. 

of his casket. Robert Todd Lincoln Beckwith, the last living 
descendent of Abraham Lincoln made several gifts to the muse
um including numerous articles belonging to Mary Lincoln: 
cllina, books, jewelry, mourning clothing, and a black valise. 

Hundreds of documents relating to Lincoln and Illinois can 
be found here including the original Lincoln town charter drawn 
up by Abraham Lincoln wllo was the 
attorney for the town's 
founders. Here also is a legal 
document signed with an "X" 
by his lather Thomas, an invi
tation to the 1865 inaugural 
ball, various correspondence 
from Lincoln himself as well as 
nearly every member of his 
cabinet. 

Two large campaign ban
ners used during the presiden
tial election of 1860 decorate 
the walls, wllile some of the 
original furniture from Lincoln's 
Springfield home line one side 
wall. The table he used when he was attending 
court in Lincoln is here as is Mary's collection of kid gloves. Also 
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Mary Lincoln's silverware, fan, and mourning items. 

a candle lantern which Abe gave a neighbor just belore leaving 
for Washington in 1861 is on display. 

Abraham Lincoln was very familiar with the town of Lincoln: 
the only town named for him in his lifetime: christened by him 
with the juice of a watermelon on August 27, 1853; a place he 
spent a good deal of time. It was here that he filled the position of 
judge pro-tern. in 
the absence ol. 
and with the 
approval of .Judge 
David Davis. He 
visited many 
homes in the 
town and families 
have handed 
down items asso
ciated with him 
from generation Some of the many signed documents on exhibit. 
to generation ... 
many of these 
finding their way to the College Museum. The collection is so 
large that literally thousands of items remain in the museum 
vault because of lack of space to display them. Researchers may 
use these items by making arrangements with the museum stafi. 

The Lincoln College Museum is located in the McKinstry 
Library on the Lincoln College campus. Located just outside the 
main museum area is the Hall of Presidents exhibition. On dis
play are pictures of and documents signed by all of our 
Presidents including handwritten letters from George 

Washington and I 
Thomas Jefferson. The I 
museum is open to the 
public free of charge, 
Monday-Friday from 
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
and Saturday and 
Sunday from 1:00 PM 
lo 4:00 PM. 

The college cam
pus is easily accessi
ble off the Lincoln exit 
of Interstate 55. 

The Hall of Presidents exhibit. 
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Cigar Store Indians and Lincoln: 
Two for a Nickel 

Thomas Somerville 

Long before greeting cards made "social expression" into a 
huge industry, countless cigar makers used sentiments to sell 
their product, portraying, in the process, everyday life in all its 
prospects. There were very few subjects that were off limits to 
cigar label lithographers. As a reflection of the times, both good 
and bad, nothing mimicked life in all its idiosyncratic nuances as 
well as lhe cigar label. 

Our story begins with the Civil War, and particularly one 
man, General U.S. Grant. Granl was rarely photographed and, by 
all accounts, did little without the small stub of a cigar clenched 
In his teeth. Such notoriety provided an impetus to the popular• 
ity of cigar smoking. 

The end of the Civil War left the Federal government with a 
huge debt. Manufactured tobacco seemed like a possible source 
of tax revenue. Finding a way to collect taxes from cigar makers 
brought about the creation of the cigar box as we know it. Cigar 
boxes were required to have a '"tax-paid" stamp glued securely 
to the lid. while a government issued factory number was 
stamped in the bottom. This standardization made it easy for 
inspectors and tax collectors to check for compliance. 

Throughout lhe 
1870's. small general 
stores and saloons 
carried a handful of 
locally produced 
brands, pretty much 
tasting all the san1e. 
The only thing that 
set one brand apart 
from the others was 
the label on the end 
of the box. lt was 
only after the num
ber of cigar brands 
exceeded that which 
was locally pro
duced, and the consumer no longer personally knew the maker. 
that labels really began to work their magic. This would soon 
become a major factor with cigar producers. 

The 1880's was a time of fierce competition where small 
drug stores and pool halls might have 100 cigar brands featured 
in cases, with larger outlets carrying 30()..400 brands. Per capita 
consumption averaged 150 stogies yearly. 

Cigar boxes were now off the shelf and given prominence. 
Fancy showcases, huge humidor cabinets, and walk-in rooms 
became commonplace In barber shops, shoeshine stands, 
hotels, billiard and union halls. The cigar store became a fixture 
in every town in America to the point that no literary descrip-

contlnved page 20 

or 
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!Buying ~togl'ap~$? 

a:11~h with °"! 
If you are Selling ... We buy autographs, docmnents, manuscripts, family correspondence, 

signed books, signed photos, relics associated with famous people, 
stamp collections, coin collections, etc. We have paid out over $20 million 
in the last five years aJone for material of this nature. Whether your 
masterpiece is a single item or an entire collection, valued at $1,000 or $1 
million - we are eager to purchase and can pay you within 24 hours. Call 
for a free brochure or fax what you have for sale. 

If you are Buying ... University produces the most frequent and exciting lists in the trade. Call 
today for a free list. We handle most every category and our enormous 
volume allows you to purchase at the most competitive prices. 

llnit1trsil1 Rrthiuts \'isit our Web Site at UniversityA.rchives.com 
C,ill Toll I ·n.-c: 800-237-5692 or 20~-15 1·0111 • F:ix 203 •15•1-j 111 

\"( ritc u-, ar, 49 Richmondville A.venue • \Vestport, CT 06880 
E-\1:Jil: John@I nin:r ... ilyt\rchivcsxom 

0 Mc•mher ,IH,1.1 • ( A<X' • .l/a11u~c,i/1/ ,<;,,cf;,(I• • /,WA 
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tion of "Main Street'' was complete without it. 
It will come as no sw·prise that images of Abraham Lincoln 

were used widely to sell cigars. While never a smoker himself, 
many of Lincoln's endearing attributes were 

these industry giants. 
The use of Lincoln's image on cigar boxes goes back to just 

after the Civil War and continued well into the 1930's. All tbe 

deemed useful in the merchandising effort. ----------------, 
A cigar box that carried an image of Lincoln L Q S ) N M Q RT ALES 

while cigar makers were exploiting Lincoln's 
name and image with no financial considera
tion being paid to the surviving family mem
bers. Even though some labels say "with per
mission," it is unlikely that any royalties were 
ever paid. Many labels were printed as 
"stock" images with a blank space for an 
imprint. Some or the names that found their 
way onto Lincoln labels of this type include: 

could, in the consumer's eye, give great 
legitimacy to that cigar. There was very lit
tle substanlive difference between cigars -
the only real difference was the label - and 
for a largdy illiterate population. an image 
that carried little text and was quickly rec
ognized was the most effective enticement. 

There is evidence in newspapers from 
the 1880's that there was interest in collect
ing cigar labels. The New York Sun ran an 
excellent article on cigar labels in 1888 
where they discussed how labels were 
designed and printed and the enormous 
costs associated with getting them to the L-_.;;;:=--====--==:;;.;..__,;=

Old Abe, Honest Abe, President, A. Lincoln. 
Reconciler, First American, Uncle Abe, 
Country Lawyer, and Rocky Spring. A num
ber of Lincoln images were registered as 
trademarks and they hacl some protection 
over the years. Hull & Grummand, a large 
Binghamton, NY cigar company made ;'The 
Rail Splitter" which is a very desirable label 
and was a popular smoke throughout the boxes. The author's conclusion was that we 

might better collect the labels than smoke the cigars. The col
lecting of cigar bands had a large following among women and 
children, ensuring that many would survive in pristine condition 
to the present day. The fact that so many fine labels continue to 
reach the market through various auctions attests to the notion 
that they were actively collected. 

Cigar label lithographers sold to both cigar makers and 
cigar box factories. Cigar makers would pick a label from hun
dreds they received in the form of sample books. They usually 
tore out the one they wanted and returned it with their order. 
The balance of the labels were given to children to cut up or 
draw upon. Cigar box factories also made boxes complete with 
labels, and many put out catalogs and provided design service 
so that cigar makers could buy the completed boxes from them. 

Today, most of the labels that fall into the category of a few 
dollars each exist in great numbers. Labels have been round in 
quantities of millions in warehouses and old cigar factories in 
Pennsylvania. These are in mint condition, but will be readily 
available for many years to come. 

The art of color lith-
ography came to this 
country from Germany in 
the 1870's and through
out the history of litho
graphy most of the indus
try was dominated by 
Germans. Most of the 
lithographers who spe
cialized in cigar labels 
were located within a few 
blocks of each other in 
lower Manhattan. Branch 
offices were scattered 
throughout several major cities with large German populations. 
Companies like Schwencke, Schmacher & Ettlinger, 
Heppenheimer & Mauer, and Witsch & Schmidt would dominate 
the industry until the introduction of the half-tone in the 1920's. 
The Great Depression finally sounded the death knell of the 
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East. ''Lincoln Bouquet" was another brand that had protection 
over it's lifespan. It's manufacturer. Sutro & Newmark. was a 
reputed sweat shop operator who took advantage of trademark 
laws all the while stealing from companies not so protected. 

One of the best places to see Lincoln labels is the Lincoln 
Library in Fort Wayne. Indiana. They have over 100 different 
labels in their collection, most of which are cigar related. The 
Library of Congress has a cigar label collection which consists 
of about 1000 pieces. Most of these date from the I870's and 
were deposited for protection. There 
are several Lincoln labels in this 
collection. 

There are several differ
ent types of labels that are 
collected. The most com
mon are the 6x9 and the 
4x4. The 6x9 labels fit the 
inside of the box. The 4x4 
was used on the end of the 
box and was in most cases a 
smaller version of the larger 
inside label. Some collectors 
look for what are termed "Sample" 
labels. These can be found in small book-
lets or individually. A sample label can easily be determined 
because the company's name ls printed along the bottom and 
there is generally pricing information there as well. 
Occasionally, a nice sample will have a band or box edging 
tipped onto the side. Mohle Litho Company of NY was famous 
for adding bands and box edgings to their samples. 

Another type of label that is very collectible is the proof and 
the proof book. Proof labels were struck on the press in small 
quantities to check registration and color. Many will contain a 
color bar along the bottom or side, and if the label is held to the 
light small registration holes will he visible. These labels are 
rare and can be rather expensive. A recent Frank Speal Auction 
sold a Lincoln "Exemplar'' proof for $895. Proof books are a 
series of labels showing each of the colors used in the label both 
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individually and then the colors are added 
until the final label emerges. 

Cigar bands and other box trim are 
collectible, but generally bring only a frac
tion of the price the larger items can com
mand. And, of course, condition is para
mount in lhis material. Labels i11 scrap 
books or those soaked off of boxes have 
little value when compared to mlnl 
unused labels. 

One problem laced by label collectors 
are the so-called "cross-collectors." These 
people collect in another completely dif
ferent field, but they will buy anything from that subject. A per
son collecting Lincoln can well afford to pay more for one 
Lincoln label at auction than a label collector. 

The best labels coming into the market today are those 
being offered in specialty auctions. Nice labels can also be found 
al paper shows, and there are some dealers who specialize in 
cigar labels and issue catalogs. For new collectors, it will be pos
sible to purchase a number of the more common images; how
ever, putting together a substantial collection will Lake some 
time and money. 1 have been collecting labels for 30 years and 
have only added one Lincoln label in the last 5 years. It can be 
as much fun looking for labels as it is to own them. They are cer
tainly as colorful and interesting as a good pin back or ribbon! 
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FOR MORE 

INFORMATION: 

"Lincoln Cigar and Tobacco Labels: 
Lincoln Lore, #1616, Oct. 1972. 
The Art of the Cigar Label. Joe Davidson. 
Cigar Label Art and Price Gujde. Wayne 
Dunn (Box 327, Mission Viejo, CA 92691) 

Cerebro, P.O. Box 327, East Prospect, PA 17317-0327. 
Steve Gilbert, RD I. Box 593A. Wrightsville, PA 17368. 

Specialty Auctions: 

Victorian Images. P.O. Box 284, Marlton, NJ 08053. 
Kit Berry Ephemera, 68 High St., Brattleboro, vr 0530 I. 
Frank's Antiques, P.O. Box 516, Hilliard. PL :32046. 
American Antique Graphics Soc .. 518.5 Windfall Rd., Medina OH 44256. 

This wonderful, 9-inch multicolored paper lantern, was recently 
discovered by a New York po!iticals collector/dealer. Michael 
Anagnostakis. While we have seen similar lanterns with patriotic 
designs that date to the Civil War. this is the first campaign 
lantern we·ve come across with Lincoln's portrait. The piece "Ill 
up" the A.P.I.C. show in Hagerstown, MD last month - finally 
reaching lhe haJ1ds of Rail Splitler Gene Dillman of North Carolina. 
Should you decide your .Japanese tea-garden needs to be "illumi
nated," Gene is now offering lhe piece for a "glowing" $10,500. 
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Rail Splinters 
Rail Splitter Editor Stuart Lutz sent us the 

following to debunk a long-held Kennedy/Lincoln myth: 

There are many well-known and eerie similarities between the 
Abraham Lincoln and John Kennedy assassinations. For example, 
both Presidents were succeeded by Southern Democrats named 
Johnson, both Presidents were shot in the head on a Friday. both 
11ssilssins were known by three names comprised of fifteen letters, 
and both assassins were killed before they could be tried. One of 
the more intriguing similarities is that President Kennedy had a 
secretary named Evelyn Lincoln and President Lincoln had a sec
retary named Kennedy. We've all heard this one, but is it true? 
Lincoln hacl two official secretaries: John Nicolay and John Hay. In 
my years in the autograph and historic document field, I never 
once saw reference to a secretary named Kennedy, ancl this made 
me curious. I decided to make a detailed search to verify if Lincoln 
ever employed a Kennedy. As evidence of the popularity o[ these 
chilling assassination similarities, I located at least four different 
Web pages listing Lhe dozen or so parallel occurrences, each of 
which mentioning that Lincoln had a secretary named Kennedy. 
One page went so far as to claim that "A Lincoln [sic] staffer Miss 
Kennedy told him not lo go to the [Ford's] Theater. A Kennedy 
staffer Miss Lincol11, told him not to go to Dallas." I then searched 
in over a dozen Lincoln books - including all the basic Lincoln ref
erence sources - and found no evidence lhat Lincoln ever had a 
secretary named Kennedy. 

I did discover that during his long legal and political career, 
Lincoln came in contact with several people named "Kennedy" -
it would be hard 10 construe any of them as a ··secretary."' One 
of Lincoln's earliest legal cases was Kennedy v. Hawley in 1838. 
John A. Kennedy was the Superintendent of Police for New York 
City and provided some security on Lincoln's pre-Inaugural Jour
ney. In the 1860s, Anthony Kennedy was a United States Senator 
from Maryland and Joseph Kennedy was the director of the cen
sus. Dr. Hugh Kennedy, whom Lincoln knew, was later U1e mayor 
of New Orleans and John P. Kennedy worked on behalf of the 
Baltimore Sanitary Fair. Finally, Lincoln wrote a short endorse
ment on behalf of a "Mrs. Ker1nedy," he received a Captain 
Kennedy and his artillery company from Auburn, New York, and 
the President appointed a William K. Kennedy as a quartermas
ter. None of these people were anything close to being a secre
tary. It seems impossible that a dozen well-k.11owi1 Lincoln biog
raphers would fail lo mention the Kennedy secretary in any of 
their works. As a last measure, I called the ntinois Stale 
Historian and was told that indeed, Lincoln did have -through 
one of the many War Offices - a very minor secretary named 
Kennedy, but he couldn't be certain as to which specific office or 
the full name. Nonetheless. it is clear this element of the 
Kennedy/Lincoln comparison is false. Then again, no American 
has as many myths surrounding him as Lincoln! 

~ Almost everyday we learn new Lincoln trivia -
•• some from the most interesting sources! We all 

know that Abe was a "failed" merchant. In 1833, Lincoln. togeth
er with his New Salem friend William F. Berry - a corporal in 
Captain Lincoln's company in the Black Hawk War - purchased 
the interests and stock of a mostly dry goods store. WiU1in a 
year, lhe two went so far into debt that Lincoln lost his horse and 
surveying instruments in a forced sheriff's sale to repay debts. 
Lincoln sold the remaining interests to his partner but once 
again found himself "on the hook" after Berry's sudden death in 
1835. It took Lincoln almost ten years to repay creditors some 
$1,100 - what he later referred to as the '·national debt. .. Now for 
the trivia. Name the only brand-named product we know to be 
carried In the Lincoln-Berry store. Hint: it is a product that is 
still sold today. While watching a PBS documentary on the his
tory of chocolate - yes! chocolate! - we learned that Baker's 
Chocolate, the oldest brand of chocolate in the United States 
dating to the 1700s, was available in the store. Next time you 
need some unsweetened or semisweet for a recipe, just Imag
ine ... you could have taken your shopping list down to Abe! 

~ Can anyone help us with this piece? This 
~ leather tag, stamped "'J.W. BOOTH" came up in 
a recent internet auction. The piece was cataloged with the fol
lowing description: "The tag was found in an old theater in 
Baltimore, MD when it was renovated in the 1880's. There was a 
trunk of clothes left in the theater, the clothes were rotten so 
someone took the tags (57 of them) and threw out the clothes. 
We got U1e tag from a fellow who gave us a letter of provenance 
saying he bought it from the guy who bought a collection of 
Lincoln items from a man in Springfield, IL, who got it lrom the 

G.A.R. Musewn in Springfield in the 1960's. The tag measures 
approximately 1 x 3.5." The piece, listed to open at $400, didn't 
get any bids. We contacted the owner in Tombstone, Arizona, 
and were told that it is still available for $ I ,000. Does anyone 
have any information on the G.A.R. museum or any other ele
ments to the story? For that matter. can anyone corroborate the 
authenticity ol the tag? With almost sixty being "'discovered," we 
wonder how the other examples are being represented. Let us 
know if you have any information! 
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~ Congratulations go out to Rail Splitter Tom Slater 
• '" of Indianapolis. Tom, one of the country's leading 

dealers ol political memorabilia and ephemera (lormerly under 
the name "The Political Gallery" now "Slater's Americana") was 
profiled in the September 6th Indianapolis Business Journal. An 
influential financial paper in the Midwest, the Journal detailed 
Slater's acumen as an entrepreneur and his ability to couple a 
love ol history with a growing business. The extensive article 
even traced the roots of Tom's collecting passions ... back to his 
early childhood. Knowing Tom as an adult, we can only imagine 
the wheeling-and-<lealing that went on in the playground! for 
those who have not seen his political memorabilia catalogs, his 
next auction is scheduled for later in the year. You can get infor
mation on subscribing by writing to: Slater's Americana, 5335 
North Tacoma Avenue, Suite 24, Indianapolis, IN 46220. 

Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, 
letters ... in short, contributions of mate
rial for The Rail Splitter. This is a mem
ber..,cJriven publication. Please consider 

writing a short piece or sending us a 
photograph with details on a recent 
find. We need your help to keep this 
journal informative and interesting! 

CHUCK HAND 
P.O.BOX5 

PARIS, IL61.B44 
Phone: 1217) 463-4633 

email: bulch@th::er()ftw.com 
www.tigt. 1rpaw.<."Om/ulincoln 

Specializing in Books, 
Pamphlets, Prints, 
Autographs, and 
Epfwmera about 

Abraham Lincoln and 
His Time 

l nterest.ed in purchasing 
single items or <:olleclions 

Catalogs JijSUed 
Inquiries Invited 
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CLASSIC LINCOLN BOOKS-BACK IN PRINT 

""llliloln 
ijuotationr 

A Treasury of Lincoln Quotations 
by Fred Kerna 
An indisperu2ble volume for ,ny Lincoln student. 
Organized .tpluberic,Jly, tlus edition b:u • now introduaion 
by noted Lincoln scholar Huold Holur. Of the 6m 
edit.ion, the Amerian Library Association said "Outstanding 
Reference Book of the Year." (320p., index). $20.00 papa. 

Lincoln As A Lawyer 
by John P. Frank 
A penetruing :111.Jysis of Lincoln's leg.J practice. Of this 
work, David Donold says, "This book casu more light on 
l.,incoln', law practice •nd tells us more about the kind of 
lawyer Lincoln was, than anything du I have ever seen." 
(208p., index, Frontis). $40.00 cloth, $20.00 p•pcr. 

The Great American Myth 
by Gtorge S. Bryan 
The cl:o:ssic history of the ,sswm2t1on. Denms Show.!ter of 
The Colorado College for "Small Press uys thu IS•• key 
work in establishing a r,1tional md sophisucaced matrix for 
the 21l2lysis of the f:uciruting wue of Lincoln's aswsin•tion." 
(436p., illus., index). $40.00 cloth, $20.00 paper. 

GARDNER'S PHOTO-VIVIDLY REPRODUCED 

The quintessential Abrili:im Lincoln pose. tak.en one 
week prior to his Gettysburg Addru,. This photo 
capturesthe President'• somber mood. His most 
tam.ow photo, it shows our sixteem.h president at the 
height of his politic,! career. Hu strength of charaacr 
is most evident., along with his determination and 
confidencc. 

This high quality reprint of Gardner's photograph, 
capnu·c, the clarity 2nd quolity of an origmal 
photograph. Rendered in m2tte finish, archivallr 
m3.tted on nurdy foam core, with a dcscripuve b.bel on 
the rear, shrink-wrapped and re2dy to frame. Photo is 
8" x 10•, ove...U "'" i, 11 3/4" x U 1/2'. $24.95. 

To Order Any //em· 
Please /nc/11de $4.00 Shipping and fla11dllngfor the 

First Item and $1.00/oreach add1tlonal Item 

Phone or Fax orders accepred. V/MC 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

N~ 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
BOOK s ■ oP. INC. 
357 WCK O>lagoA\'Cftue • O\lca110, llllnou 60610 
312.9-14,3085 • Fu 312.9«.~~9 

Since 1938, SpecialiSIS in Lincolniana, Civil War and U.S PrcsidenlS 
Catalogs Issued • Send SS.00 for Sample Issue 



~notber ~reat jf tnb! 

This odd-looking paperback was acquired by a colleague at a political col
lector's bourse a short while back. The "Cooper Union" pose of Lincoln occu
pies most or the cover and makes the item hard to miss. In contrast to most 
paperbacks encountered. (referred to by bibliophiles as "in wraps") this cover 
is or unusual thickness and could best be described as a coated stock, bright 
orange in color. And, most interestingly. this volume was published in England. 
A check of Monaghan's Lincoln Bibljography. .. reveals a "match,'' assigned 
number 94. The full title is: A Memoir of Abraham Lincoln, President EJect of 
the United States or America. his opinion on secession extracts from the 
United States constitution. & c, To which is appended an Historical Sketch on 
Slavery, reprinted by permission of "The Times." Obviously eranked out prior 
Lo the inauguralion and outbreak of hostilities, this sympathetic volume intro
duced Lincoln Lo a curious British populace. Seemingly. America's fascination 
with British royalty was reciprocated during this period. Historically, there 
was a great deal of anxiety over European involvement in the War. Perhaps this 
volume did "its bit" to sway public opinion. A wonderful find. we can source 
no other copies - even in institutional holdings! Recent eCforts to !ind another 
example ··over the pond" with internet searches have been unsuccessful... per
haps a trip is necessary! 
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© 1998. The Rail Sphller 
All material In this pul>llcatlun, bolh rexl and graphic. Is copyrighted 
and subject lo this nutlct,. Reprint permission lor articles a11d pho
tographs must be 11lven by the Publisher All editorial comments are 
to be considered only os opinions and are offered without ex]lressed 
guurnntce as 10 accuracy. either stated or ,mplled II any date, hgure 
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